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ABSTRACT: Here we present an integrated microfluidic device for the high-throughput digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR) analysis of single cells. This device allows for the parallel processing of single cells and executes all steps of analysis, including cell capture, washing, lysis, reverse transcription, and dPCR analysis. The cDNA from each single cell is distributed into a dedicated dPCR array consisting of 1020 chambers, each having a volume of 25 pL, using surface-tension-based sample partitioning. The high density of this dPCR format (118 900 chambers/cm²) allows the analysis of 200 single cells per run, for a total of 204 600 PCR reactions using a device footprint of 10 cm². Experiments using RNA dilutions show this device achieves shot-noise-limited performance in quantifying single molecules, with a dynamic range of 10⁴. We performed over 1200 single-cell measurements, demonstrating the use of this platform in the absolute quantification of both high- and low-abundance mRNA transcripts, as well as micro-RNAs that are not easily measured using alternative hybridization methods. We further apply the specificity and sensitivity of single-cell dPCR to performing measurements of RNA editing events in single cells. High-throughput dPCR provides a new tool in the arsenal of single-cell analysis methods, with a unique combination of speed, precision, sensitivity, and specificity. We anticipate this approach will enable new studies where high-performance single-cell measurements are essential, including the analysis of transcriptional noise, allelic imbalance, and RNA processing.

Cells are the fundamental unit of biology. Despite this, the vast majority of gene expression measurements have been performed using bulk samples of RNA extracted from large populations of cells having undefined composition and heterogeneity. Underlying the interpretation of such data is the assumption that all cells are similar and that the ensemble average of many individuals accurately captures the biology. Unfortunately, this assumption is often false. Significant cellular heterogeneity exists in most samples and is manifested at multiple levels, including the epigenetic1 and transcriptional2 states, protein expression,4 and post-translational modifications, growth characteristics,5 and functional responses.6 Population measurements generally obscure this heterogeneity and muddy the biological interpretation: existing protocols for the isolation of rare stem cell populations typically provide functional purities between 1% and 50%;7−9 resulting in significant and often overwhelming contamination from undefined subpopulations; the analysis of gene expression responses can be blurred by cellular asynchrony,10 and many fundamental biological questions, including the degree to which cells regulate mRNA expression and processing, require measurements at the single-cell level.

The development of methods to measure and understand cellular variability has reached the point of “mission critical” and stands to impact a wide array of fundamental and applied fields ranging from immunology to regenerative medicine to microbiology. In response to this need, an expanding array of single-cell genomics methods are being advanced, each appropriate to different levels of inquiry. The coupling of whole transcriptome RNA amplification with high-throughput sequencing is now an established method for global analysis of single-cell expression profiles.11 Although there still remain issues of representational bias, technical noise, and sequencing cost, the continued development of improved instrumentation, bioinformatics approaches, and optimized reagent kits12 is likely to bring single-cell whole transcriptome amplification (WTA) analysis into the mainstream. Reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), in either the conventional13,14 or microfluidic15,16 format, is perhaps the most versatile method for single-cell gene expression analysis.17 Although well-suited to identifying and monitoring cellular subpopulations using established panels of genes,18−20 RT-qPCR does not provide absolute measurements and has limited precision and specificity when working with low-abundance templates. These limitations make RT-qPCR suboptimal for
applications that require high-performance measurements of a small number of targets, including studies of transcriptional noise or allelic imbalance, single-cell genotyping, and the absolute quantitative analysis of low-copy transcripts.

For such demanding applications two single-molecule counting methods have emerged: mRNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (mRNA FISH)\textsuperscript{21,22} and digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR).\textsuperscript{23} mRNA FISH has the important advantage of preserving spatial information regarding the location of cells within a tissue and has been applied to whole organisms. However, this method requires a lengthy sample preparation protocol, a complex probe design, and the need for sophisticated image acquisition and analysis steps. In addition, although mRNA FISH can in principle provide absolute transcript numbers, in practice this is often limited by difficulty in resolving closely localized fluorescent spots, interference from background fluorescence, ambiguity in defining cellular boundaries, and a broad distribution of intensities from hybridization events. More fundamentally, the need for multiple hybridization probes makes mRNA FISH poorly suited to measurements of small RNA species or discrimination of transcripts with high sequence homology.\textsuperscript{21}

The alternative approach, dPCR, uses compartmentalization of single molecules at limiting dilution followed by PCR amplification and end-point detection to enable precise and highly specific quantification of transcripts. Although this approach has been used to make precise measurements of single-cell transcription,\textsuperscript{22} throughput is typically restricted by the labor and cost of cell isolation and processing in conventional microliter volumes, as well as limitations in the throughput of dPCR analysis. Microfluidic systems can address these issues by providing economy of scale, automation, and parallelization, as well as increased reproducibility and sensitivity in small-volume reactions.\textsuperscript{24} We previously developed a microfluidic device that implements integrated RT-qPCR at a throughput of 300 single cells per run.\textsuperscript{10} This device performs steps of cell lysis, RT, and PCR by sequentially transferring reagents through three chambers, ending with PCR amplification of each cell product in single 50 nL chambers. A related device, featuring additional cell processing chambers and sample elution capabilities, has recently been released as a commercial product (Fluidigm C1). In separate work we have also developed a dPCR format that uses surface tension partitioning to achieve planar dPCR densities up to 400 000 chambers/cm\textsuperscript{2}.\textsuperscript{25} Here we combine the advantages of integrated single-cell processing\textsuperscript{10} and high-density dPCR\textsuperscript{25} to enable high-throughput single-cell dPCR. Our device is capable of processing 200 single cells per run, each of which is analyzed in an array of 1020 PCR reactions, each having a volume of 25 pL, for a total of 204 000 PCR reactions per experiment. We establish the technical performance of this system using RNA dilutions and demonstrate its use in making absolute single-cell measurements of the expression of high-abundance (GAPDH) and low-abundance (BCR-ABL) transcripts, as well as the abundance of a mature micro-RNA (miR-16). Finally, we apply our system to the measurement and single-nucleotide discrimination of RNA editing of EEF2K transcripts in single cells.

Figure 1. Microfluidic device design and operation. (A) Layout of the microfluidic modules for single-cell digital PCR analysis. The cells are trapped and lysed, and the transcript target is reverse transcribed before being injected into a digital PCR array. The respective height dimensions for the chambers and channels are indicated. (B) Complete microfluidic device. Four main panels contain 50 identical modules capable of parallel processing of up to 200 single cells. The device also contains a network of hydration channels to prevent water loss during thermocycling. (C) Workflow schematic for single-cell digital PCR analysis of mRNA. Depending on the protocol used for mRNA or miRNA analysis, cells are either chemically or heat lysed after being trapped (inset, K562 cells trapped; the scale bar is 100 μm). Transcripts are then reverse transcribed to cDNA by mixing RT reagents using diffusion. PCR reagents are then injected into the device, mixed by diffusion with cDNA products, and injected into the digital PCR array using dead-end filling. A fluorinated oil (FC-40) is then used to displace the remaining PCR solution in the channels and compartmentalize individual PCR digital chambers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: MICROFLUIDIC SINGLE-CELL DIGITAL PCR DEVICE DESIGN AND OPERATION

The microfluidic device presented here consists of 200 identical modules (Figure 1A) divided into 4 linear arrays. Each array contains 50 modules (Figure 1B) with 3 chambers connected in series, followed by a dPCR array. This architecture allows for the implementation of a three-step protocol that requires sequential additions of reagents without purification, followed by dPCR analysis of the resulting products. Examples of two such protocols, one for mRNA quantification and one for miRNA quantification, can be performed as shown in Figure 1C (see the Supporting Information for the protocol details). Cells are first trapped in the “cell capture chamber” (0.8 nL) using hydrodynamic traps and are then washed with fresh phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Reagents are then introduced through the cell capture chamber to fill the subsequent “cell lysis chamber” (10 nL) and the “RT chamber” (50 nL). Finally, half of the product from each RT chamber is loaded into an independent dPCR array having 1020 chambers, sufficient to accurately measure the mRNA and miRNA targets ranging from approximately 3 to 5000 copies per cell. Further details of the device fabrication and operation can be found in the Supporting Information.

RESULTS

Device Performance. We first characterized the efficiency and uniformity of mixing and sample transfer in our microfluidic device using FAM-labeled 40 bp oligonucleotides. Sample transfer between the cell lysis chamber and RT chamber, as measured by fluorescence quantification, was found to be better than 99%; the amount of oligonucleotide remaining in the 10 nL chamber was below 1%, which is determined as the limit of detection for this measurement based on 2 standard deviations from the measured background fluorescence (Figure 2A). We next assessed the mixing of reagents in the 50 nL chamber by taking time lapse images of the fluorescence and calculating the variability in oligonucleotide concentration across the chambers. Regression of the resulting data to an exponential decay curve yielded a mixing time constant of approximately 11 min (Figure 2D). On the basis of this analysis, we implemented a 30 min wait time in our protocol to allow for sufficient reaction mixing. Finally, we measured the reproducibility of transfer from the RT chamber to the digital PCR array. Fluorescence measurements of the 50 nL chamber before and after injection into the dPCR array showed that the fraction of solution that was injected into the digital PCR array was 50.38% (SD = 1.31). The ±3σ ranges from the mean lines are also displayed.
probes (TaqMan), the signal-to-noise ratio obtained using the four different assays allowed a clear and unambiguous discrimination between the positive and negative chambers (Figure 3A). Figure 3B shows a histogram of fluorescent intensities, with a signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 30, obtained across 51,000 fluorescent chambers in one lane of the device measuring GAPDH transcripts (part A, inset, and part B of Figure 3).

Digital PCR requires template molecules to be randomly distributed among reaction chambers to accurately infer the number of molecules in the array from the number of reaction chambers with PCR amplification. Our integrated single-cell dPCR device mixes PCR solution with template by diffusion in 50 nL chambers prior to injection into the array of 1020 × 25 pL dPCR chambers, having an aggregate array volume of approximately 25 nL. We assessed the randomness of the resulting distribution of cDNA molecules across the dPCR array by plotting the z-score of the variance-stabilized Ripley k-function26,25 for 50 subarrays in a single lane of the device loaded with purified RNA at a concentration of ~18 pg per array (single-cell equivalent) (Figure 3C), with the RNA loaded through the cell processing chambers and subsequent processing performed in the same sequence as during single-cell analysis. This analysis shows that the distributions are not significantly different from random and lie within a 95% confidence interval constructed around the mean of 500 simulated data sets, based on a Poisson distribution of template molecules in each chamber.27 This statistical analysis was also repeated for single-cell measurements and demonstrates that mRNA distributions are also within 95% confidence intervals under this scenario (Supplemental Figure 1, Supporting Information).

Finally, to verify the response and precision of the device, we measured the abundance of GAPDH mRNA from serial dilutions of total RNA purified from K562 cells (Figure 3D). Measured concentrations from 5-fold RNA dilutions were in excellent agreement with the expected template abundance and dilution factor ($R^2 = 0.9989$), with tested values spanning a chamber occupancy rate between 0.02% and 48% (Figure 3A), corresponding to a range of 80−0.64 pg of total RNA template per reaction.

Single-Cell Transcript Measurements. We then conducted a series of single-cell experiments to establish the combined capabilities of high-throughput cell processing and dPCR analysis. As a first test we performed measurements of GAPDH transcripts from single K562 cells (Figure 4A).
GAPDH encodes for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and is a commonly used high-copy-number endogenous control for RT-qPCR experiments.23,10,28 Over a total of three device runs, we observed a very low frequency of mRNA detection events, with an average of 1.6 hits per no-cell chamber (N = 106 chambers), corresponding to background mRNA contamination levels below 0.1%. No correlation was observed between the background signal and the copy number measured on single cells in adjacent wells.

The measured number of transcripts in single cells revealed a log-normal distribution (0.94 < $R^2$ < 0.98) of GAPDH with an average copy number of 1563 transcripts per single cell. In three replicate measurements, performed on separate devices and different cultures, the mean GAPDH expression was very reproducible, ranging from 1412 to 1741 copies per cell. These values are in good agreement with estimates of 1761 (SD = 648) copies we have previously made by normalizing single-cell microfluidic RT-qPCR measurements to a standard curve calibrated by dPCR.10 All replicates revealed a large variability in GAPDH expression between cells, with measured values spanning approximately 10-fold in absolute copy number (~400–4000 copies). This variability in GAPDH levels was also consistent between runs, with an average standard deviation of 601 ± 24 copies per cell.

To demonstrate the use of high-throughput digital PCR in accurate quantification of low-abundance transcripts, we next measured the expression of BCR-ABL transcripts, a fusion gene resulting from a reciprocal translocation of chromosomes 9 and 22 that is associated with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) and is also present in K562 cells. Over three runs we reliably detected the BCR-ABL fusion transcript in every cell analyzed (N = 242), with a mean expression of 33 copies per cell, a range spanning 25-fold in relative expression (4–100 copies per cell), and a standard deviation of 18.9 copies per cell (Figure 4B). These measurements were consistent with an independent study based on RT-qPCR29 which measured BCR-ABL mRNA in single K562 cells ranging from 2 to 262 copies per cell, with the majority of cells containing approximately 40 copies per cell.

Using an alternative two-step RT-PCR protocol, we next demonstrated the use of our technology for absolute measurements of micro-RNA (miRNA) levels in single cells. miRNAs are a large family of conserved short (~22 base pairs) noncoding RNAs that associate into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and function as post-transcriptional regulators via targeted degradation of complementary transcripts or by repressing translation.30 miRNAs are important regulators in many biological processes, including development, oncogenesis,31 and immunity, making them of high interest as biomarkers of disease.32 Due their short length, miRNAs are not easily amenable to single-molecule analysis by RNA FISH,33 and although hybridization techniques have been used to visualize miRNAs,34,35 single-molecule quantification of miRNA copy numbers and variability in single cells by FISH have not been achieved. Using a commercially available RT-qPCR detection strategy, based on miRNA-specific stem–loop reverse transcription primers,18 we measured the expression and variability of miR-16, a micro-RNA expressed at medium levels across a broad range of tissues, in K562 cells. Over three replicates, KS62 cells were found to have a mean copy number of 675 per cell, which is in close agreement with dPCR.
measurements performed on bulk samples. The distribution of miR-16 expression was consistent across runs, with a standard deviation of 262 ± 44 (Figure 4C).

Finally, we applied our single-cell dPCR device to measure the extent of single-nucleotide RNA editing. Editing of RNA molecules by nucleoside deaminases has recently gained attention as a mechanism by which transcripts can be modified away from the genomic code, with potential implications for transcript stability, alternative splicing, translation efficiency, and protein sequence. Next-generation sequencing techniques have provided strong evidence for large numbers of RNA editing events across different tissues. These events are typically incomplete, representing a fraction of the total RNA. However, little is known regarding the variability of editing between individual cells. Is there a subset of cells that edit all transcripts? Is the frequency of editing similar across different cells? To investigate these questions, we used the specificity of dPCR to measure adenosine to inosine editing of position chr16:22296860 (hg19) in the mRNA coding for EEF2K in single cells. This edit was initially identified in a lobular breast cancer and found to be edited at a frequency of ~0.33 in RNA-seq data from ENCODE. Wild-type and edited versions of EEF2K, differing by a single-nucleotide substitution, were simultaneously measured on single cells using a two-color TaqMan assay based on minor groove binding probes (Life Technologies). We measured EEF2K in 221 single K562 cells and found 71 of 221 (32%) cells in which both wild-type and edited EEF2K transcripts were expressed, 12 of 221 (5%) cells in which only edited transcripts were expressed, 103 of 221 (47%) cells in which only wild-type transcripts were edited, and 35 of 221 (16%) cells in which neither form of EEF2K transcript was detected (Table 1). The population-averaged editing frequency was found to be ~0.19 from single-cell measurements, which is consistent with our measurements on dilutions of purified RNA, producing an edit frequency of ~0.18. We observed no nonspecific amplification in any no-cell reactions. A control experiment omitting the RT enzyme detected genomic wild-type EEF2K in 10 out of 228 single-cell reactions (~4.4%) and no observed positives for the edited transcript.

Table 1. Measurement of Single-Nucleotide RNA Editing of EEF2K in Single K562 Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edited EEF2K mRNA (copies)</th>
<th>WT EEF2K, mRNA (copies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103 (47%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Single cells are binned according to the abundance of wild-type (WT) or edited EEF2K transcript. Quadrants containing homozygous wild-type, homozygous edited, heterozygous wild-type and edited, and not-detected EEF2K expression are indicated in color.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Single-cell dPCR is particularly well suited to measurements that require high precision and sensitivity. We note that the half-sampling approach implemented here introduces additional stochastic variation in measured cDNA copy number that is particularly important for low-abundance transcripts. A theoretical analysis of the measurement precision of digital PCR has previously been presented. Following this treatment, we calculated the expectation value, confidence intervals, and coefficient of variance for our 1020-chamber dPCR array as a function of the total number of molecules that are loaded into the array (assuming no losses for sampling). To generate confidence intervals that also include the effect of half-sampling, we implemented a Monte Carlo method. Briefly, a starting population of m molecules were uniformly and randomly assigned to two groups, n (sampled in the array) and o (not sampled in the array). Each n molecule was then uniformly and randomly assigned a detection chamber, allowing for the possibility of multiple molecules assigned to the same chamber.

The number of chambers containing at least one molecule (k) was then counted and stored in association with the starting m. This process was repeated for 1 ≤ m ≤ 20 400 a total of 10 000 times each. These results were then searched for each value of k (1 ≤ k ≤ 1020) to generate distributions for the number of starting m molecules which led to k hits. The sample average, standard deviation, and 95% confidence intervals were then calculated from these distributions. On the basis of the results, summarized in Supplemental Figure 2 (Supporting Information), half-sampling is the dominant source of measurement error over the entire dynamic range of measurement (approximately 5 logs). Nevertheless, the aggregate precision is still excellent, with 93% of the potential 5-log dynamic range of the device having a coefficient of variance (CV) of less than 0.1 and 75% having a CV of less than 0.05. We further note that incomplete sampling of single-cell products is also a feature of previously reported single-cell dPCR. This sampling variability could be reduced through improvements in device architecture and/or modified protocols, including preamplification prior to loading the dPCR array, pushing the sample into the array with an immiscible fluid to avoid dilution, or using sequential load and mix steps to assay dilutions of a single-cell product in multiple arrays. Finally, we note that dPCR experiments should be interpreted as measurements of the absolute cDNA molecule copy number, with the direct correlation to mRNA abundance dependent on the RT efficiency, which may vary between different assays.

Here we have demonstrated the application of our system in making absolute measurements of cDNA derived from mRNA and miRNA across hundreds of single cells. Measurements of GAPDH transcript levels, commonly used as an endogenous control in qPCR analysis, show that population-averaged expression measurements are consistent across different cultures, but are widely variable (CV ≈ 40%) at the single-cell level. This highlights how the common practice of normalizing single-cell RT-qPCR expression measurements to a “control gene” is not advisable and is likely to introduce additional noise. Our measurements also show that miR-16, widely used as an endogenous reference for miRNA analysis, exhibits a similar coefficient of variation (CV ≈ 40%) at the single-cell level, although at approximately 2-fold lower expression. As a measure of variability, we calculate the Fanno factor, defined as $F = \sigma^2 / \mu$, for GAPDH and miR-16 to be 231 and 102, respectively, showing that miR-16 is more tightly regulated in these cells. K562 cells are an inherently heterogeneous sample, and much of the measured variability in both GAPDH and miR-16 may represent differences in the differentiation state, cell cycle stage, and cell volume.
In addition to the quantification of short transcripts such as miRNA, dPCR is uniquely suited to the detection and quantification of transcripts having high sequence homology. Here we have demonstrated this capability in studying the single-cell distribution of RNA editing events that give rise to a single-nucleotide variant in EEF2K. Given the low copy number of this transcript, it is difficult to conclude that the noise in EEF2K measurements represents a significant difference in editing between cells; we note that EEF2K was chosen as it was also found to be edited in other tissues (see the supplemental methods in the Supporting Information), but it is not the most abundant edited transcript in K562 cells. Further testing of differences in editing activity between cells may benefit from overexpression of editing substrates. In an analogous application, dPCR may also be used to accurately measure the abundance of transcripts derived from different alleles having heterozygous single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), thereby allowing for the assessment of differential allelic imbalance and/or epigenetic silencing across many single cells. Alternatively, analysis of genomic DNA for single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) or copy number variants may be achieved through improved lysis and nucleus digestion, coupled with preamplification.

Our measurements of the BCR-ABL fusion transcript also demonstrate the reliable detection and quantification of rare targets across large numbers of single cells with no false positives observed in no-cell chambers. This sensitivity and specificity may allow for expanding the range of useful single-cell biomarkers, including low-copy transcription factors, and enables the identification and discrimination of minority subpopulations in complex tissues or the detection of rare cells harboring mutations for early detection in the monitoring of minimum residual disease.40 Although increased dPCR density may be used to extend the current throughput of this device from 200 to approximately 1000 cells per run, practical limitations in fabrication are likely to make further scaling difficult. However, we believe the throughput presented here is well-suited for the analysis and quantification of ultrarare cells, such as circulating tumor cells, following enrichment by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) or immunocapture.

Integrated single-cell dPCR provides unique capabilities in terms of combined throughput, precision, sensitivity, and specificity.10,41 These capabilities are complementary to the expanding array of single-cell analysis tools being developed and applied. Here we have demonstrated how these capabilities may be used to measure a variety of transcriptional features, including mRNA expression, miRNA expression, low-copy fusion transcripts, and SNV discrimination. Moving forward, we anticipate that this single-cell platform may be adapted to an expanding range of digital single-cell analyses, including analysis of single-cell copy number variations or aneuploidy, SNV genotyping, and digital protein quantification.42
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